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earthenware was better than sun-dried clay. But I
can think of no accident, no natural event, no pre~
' vious experience and no chain of reasoning that could
have suggested the idea of art to early man. We
have taught the higher anthropoid apes to behave
quite like human beings in some ways. They have
been trained to dress and to undress, to eat and drink,
to smoke, to ride bicycles; to understand what is said
to them; even to pronounce a few words. But no
chimpanzee, orang or gorilla has ever been taught to
draw a picture or to carve a stone or a bit of bone or
wood.
It was when man first began to realize that he had
an imagination that his true cultural development
was assured. It was his ability to picture things in his
mind's eye, and his desire to express himself that led
him to draw his first crude pictures with a bit of char-
coal or colored clay upon the walls of his cave. It
was the same urge that made him scratch figures of
animals and of his fellow men upon bits of bone and
deer antlers, and It was the same striving toward the
imaginary that taught him to sing, dance, produce
music, to invent religions and to evolve ceremonials.
As he progressed in other directions, as he acquired
new industries, new vistas opened to him and his
artistic sense developed as fast or faster than his
manual attainments.
In the case of some races, imagination and art had
their limits. Once the inner man was satisfied, once
his life, his home and his family were safe, once he
possessed a satisfactory home, tools, implements and
weapons, his incentive to go further ceased and so did
his artistic development. He was perfectly content

